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ABSTRACT 

The CHASE habitat supply model has historically been applied by a few technicians 
using a time- and labour-consuming process.  In an effort to expand the use of CHASE 
for caribou habitat modeling and monitoring, the autoCHASE application was created to 
automate the process and eliminate the need for specially trained users.  This manual 
covers the entire range of information required to apply the CHASE model using 
autoCHASE.  Detailed input data preparation is discussed, as are model operation and 
model outputs. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The Caribou Habitat Assessment and Supply Estimator (CHASE) ,a computer-simulated 
habitat supply model, was designed as a framework for strategic and operational 
planning in the management of woodland caribou populations (Rangifer tarandus 
caribou) and their habitat in north-central British Columbia (BC).  CHASE links caribou 
and habitat information, predation risk factors, forest development planning, and forest 
management activities together, to forecast the spatial distribution of caribou habitat and 
timber supply through time (McNay et al. 2006).  Six caribou range types were 
considered as those most likely to be either limiting or important to caribou populations 
by the Recovery Implementation Group (RIG) for Northern Caribou in north-central 
British Columbia.  These were: 
 

1) Calving and Summer Range (CSR) 
2) High-Elevation Winter Range (HEWR) 
3) Pine-Lichen Winter Range (PLWR) 
4) Post-Rut Range (PRR) 
5) Black Spruce/Swamp Complexes (BSSC) 
6) Movement Corridors.   

 
Each range type was influenced by the risk of predation by wolves, for which wolf 
density was estimated based on its relationship to moose density.  CHASE was intended 
for use by personnel within the planning departments of industrial stakeholders and by 
government agencies to compare the habitat distributions resulting from natural (e.g., 
wildfires) or managed (e.g., forest harvest) disturbances.  CHASE also provided the 
option for users to try alternative forest management scenarios to explore the 
implications of harvest activities on caribou habitat.  In this user’s guide, I provide the 
data structure information and operating instructions for performing a complete 
application of the CHASE model using the autoCHASE interface.  For additional 
background to CHASE and caribou sub-models, refer to McNay et al. (2006) or the 
detailed document entitled “Caribou Habitat Assessment and Supply Estimator 
(CHASE): Using Modeling and Adaptive Management to Assist Implementation of the 
Mackenzie LRMP in Strategic and Operational Forestry Planning” (McNay et al. 2003). 
 
CHASE relies on three mandatory and two optional software applications:  
 

1) ArcMap® v9.2 Service Pack 1 (with Spatial Analyst extension v9.2 ) 
(Environmental Systems Research Institute, Redlands, California).  
ArcMap is used to represent and process the spatial aspects of the 
landscape. 

2) Netica® v. 3.12 (Norsys Software Corp., Vancouver, British Columbia).  
Netica processes the ecological relationships involved in determining the 
habitat value of different types of caribou seasonal range. 

3) Microsoft Access® 2000 (herein referred to as Access®; Microsoft 
Corporation, Redmond, Washington). Access provides a link between the 
modeling tools with respect to data management and, calculating caribou 
habitat factors and forestry information. 

4) SELES® v3.2 (optional - Gowlland Technologies; Fall and Fall 2001). The 
Spatially Explicit Landscape Event Simulator optionally simulates 
landscape events such as wildfires and forest harvesting over time. 
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5) VDYP® (optional - Heron Systems Management Ltd.; BCMF 1999).  
VDYP, or Variable Density Yield Predictions, optionally generate stand 
volumes for each timestep run in CHASE. 

 
I provide a general flow diagram of CHASE model steps in Figure 1.  The area shaded in 
grey represents the model processing steps handled by autoCHASE.  

1.1 HSM Background 

CHASE is a type of Habitat Supply Model (HSM).  In the Strategy for Habitat Supply 
Modeling for British Columbia (Jones et al. 2002), 6 types of habitat supply models were 
identified.  CHASE fits within the category of “Single Species, Large Area Home Range, 
All/Most Life Requisites”, however since it considers the interaction of moose, wolves 
and caribou it is, in some ways, a multi species model.  
 
In general, habitat supply models depend on expressions of “habitat relationships”, 
which are typically formed on the basis of “resource inventory” projects.  Provided there 
are forecasts of “predicted forest and stand conditions” available, these can then be 
translated into “predicted habitat supply”.  In CHASE, optional SELES modeling can 
provide such forecasts based on simulated harvest or natural disturbance scenarios.  
“Population response” to habitat supply can then be modeled separately (not a 
component of CHASE) or inferred from the supply of habitat and “interpretations” made. 
 
Habitat supply models are greatly enhanced if the predicted future conditions of the 
forest come from a “disturbance scheduler” (e.g. SELES) or forest estate model because 
the estimates of habitat supply and timber supply can then be interpreted together to 
enable decisions about “trade-offs”.  The desire to understand, or ask questions about 
such trade-offs, usually comes from attempting to introduce or implement a “policy or 
management alternative” (i.e., to consider the implications of doing so).  The policy 
information can be used as input to the disturbance simulator in scenario simulations to 
form the basis for use of a habitat supply model.  Finally, a useful and often-requested 
comparison in habitat supply analyses is a “natural disturbance” base case, which can 
be simply input to the disturbance simulator and used in the habitat supply model to 
make predictions about habitat supply.  The potential of the landscape is also of use in 
forming a frame of reference when interpreting model results; this type of model 
application is also available using autoCHASE. 
 

2.0 STUDY AREA 

The CHASE model was designed to predict the availability and distribution of seasonal 
ranges for northern caribou in North-Central British Columbia.  Specifically, the four 
Recovery Planning Areas of the Northern Caribou RIG (Figure 2) are where the CHASE 
model has been most often applied.  This does not preclude the expansion of the ability 
to expand the model to other areas inhabited by woodland caribou, especially in those 
regions where caribou are known to forage predominately on terrestrial forage lichens 
(e.g., Cladina, Cladonia) during winter. 
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CHASE Model Flow Diagram
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Create Resultant B Grids
(Avenue Script #5)
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Predation Risk to Caribou
Pine-Lichen Winter Range

Post-Rut Range
High Elevation Winter Range

Calving & Summer Range
Caribou Movement Corridors

Black Spruce/SwampComplexes
Timber Flow & Operational Considerations

3.0  INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

3.1  ARCVIEW
Spatial data from:

TRIM
LUP Database (a.k.a. FIP database)

Regulated Hunting Units (BCWLAP)
Biogeoclimatic Zone (MOF- Research Branch)

User Defined Datasets
Forest Licensees

Specific scripts for data preparation and model run.
Model run scripts are listed in brackets in the chart.

SELES
Specific spatial layers for landscape event simulation

3.2  MICROSOFT ACCESS
Poly Layer Rank 1Table  (MOF FIP Database)

PEM/TEM Database (Licensee)
Disturbance Sequence (SELES)

HarvestX Table (ACCESS)

Any step in the chart which references MS Access will
require the use of the Netica Manager Form in the DB.

NETICA
Caribou seasonal range models with associated control files

VDYP

Completed Harvest_X table to calculate specific forestry information

Create Pine-Lichen Winter Range Capability Map
Create Calving & Summer Range Capability Map

Forestry Information
Created from Harvest_X

Access tableSELES used

ArcView 3.2 with Spatial Analyst ext. used

Microsoft Access used

Netica used

VDYP used

Microsoft Excel used

Microsoft Powerpoint used

Those steps where a ‘loop’ is performed to 
produce timestep-dependent results before 
moving on to the next step.

(Shaded area indicates functionality to be replicated by the CHASE Wizard)

Run Reporting Routines
to Monitor Scenario Effects
on Caribou Habitat Supply

 
Figure 1.  Data flow and operational steps in an execution of the CHASE model.   
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Figure 2.  Northern Caribou Recovery Planning Areas of North-Central British Columbia. 
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3.0 INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS 

In this section of the user manual, I describe the required data for an application of  
autoCHASE and provide detailed instructions on how to prepare the data.  However, if 
necessary, the expertise to produce new input data remains available at Wildlife 
Infometrics should additional help be required. 

3.1 Modeling Data Structure 

In order for autoCHASE to function properly, it is necessary to have all input data and 
CHASE model components organized in a standard directory structure as shown in 
Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3.  Overview of CHASE modeling directory structure. 

All CHASE data are contained in one directory (in this case 
1_CHASE_Directory_Structure) with the following six subdirectories: 
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• 1_Metadata 
• Access 
• Graphics 
• Models 
• Spatial_Inputs 
• Spatial_Outputs 

 
With the exception of the ‘1_Metadata’ directory, listed beneath 
‘1_CHASE_Directory_Structure’, all of the subdirectories contain a ‘1_Metadata’ folder to 
store documentation pertinent to each specific directory.  The ‘1_Metadata’ directory 
exists purely to house any metadata and associated documentation about the CHASE 
run that is being performed. 
 
The ‘Access’ folder is used to store the autoCHASE.mdb database(s) that are to be used 
during the model run.  In applications of single timesteps, one Access database is 
sufficient to handle all model processing.  Load the ‘Layer’ and ‘TEMPEM’ tables 
prepared in section 3.3 into this database prior to initiating a model run. 
 
The ‘Graphics’ subdirectory is intended to hold any post-run maps or presentation 
materials that may be created by the model user. 
 
All of the Netica Bayesian Belief Networks (statistical models referred to as BBNs) and 
associated control files required for a CHASE run are found in the ‘Models’ directory.  To 
successfully run autoCHASE the following BBNs are supplied: 
 

• BSSC_Model_12a.dne – Black-Spruce Swamp Complex 
• CSR_Model_10b.dne – Calving and Summer Range 
• HEWR_Model_12a.dne – High-Elevation Winter Range 
• MC_Model_10b.dne – Movement Corridor Mortality Risk 
• Moose_Summer_10b.dne – Moose Summer Density and Range 
• Moose_Winter_10b.dne – Moose Winter Density and Range 
• PLWR_Model_12c.dne – Pine-Lichen Winter Range and Post-Rut Range 

 
The ‘Spatial_Inputs’ directory holds all of the inputs described in Section 3 of this 
document.  Raster inputs are held in the ‘grids’ folder, vector inputs are found in the 
‘shapefiles’ folder, and tabular inputs are held in the ‘tables‘ folder. 
 
Similarly, the ‘Spatial_Outputs’ directory stores the products of a CHASE model run.  
Again, the raster outputs are held in the ‘grids’ folder, while tabular outputs are held in 
the ‘tables’ folder.  These outputs are described in Section 5 of this document. 

3.2 Raster Inputs 

The CHASE model requires the input of 22 ESRI Grid format rasters.  Each of these 
grids has a 100m cell size to allow the model to process the landscape on a hectare by 
hectare basis.  Each of these grids is described below with methodology on its creation.  
Italics indicate filenames and BOLD-CAPITALIZED text indicates a process to be 
performed.  Unless otherwise noted, each grid has the spatial extent of buf_msk, and 
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should be placed in the …\Spatial_Inputs\grids\ directory described in Section 3.1.  
Please note that all grids should be integer type grids and share the same spatial 
projection.  In order to be able to construct the input grids, it is necessary to create the 
bnd_msk, and buf_msk grids prior to any of the other inputs (see Sections 3.2.4 and 
3.2.5 respectively).  The procedures described below are largely described for users of 
ArcGIS Desktop 9.2 but in some cases convenient functionality from ArcView 3.2 is 
described.  All tasks can be replicated in version 9.2 if ArcView 3.2 is not available. 

3.2.1 accessrivers 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• Spatial hydrology coverage (e.g. TRIM, TRIM II, Watershed Atlas) 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
The accessrivers grid describes those rivers in a given study area which function as 
transportation corridors for hunting. 
 

1) This grid is created by selecting rivers from either TRIM or Watershed Atlas 
based on local knowledge of their capability to serve as hunting transportation 
corridors. 

2) Once selected, CLIP the rivers to the extent of the buf_msk grid. 
3) CONVERT the clipped rivers to a 100m grid using the Spatial Analyst Extension.  

The values assigned to the river cells are not important.  All other cells should 
have a NoData value. 

4) SAVE this grid as accessrivers.  

3.2.2 aspct_code 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• 25m Digital Elevation Model (DEM) 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
This grid depicts slope aspect values that have been reclassified into classes used by 
CHASE.  Reclassification shortens model run time considerably on large study areas. 
 

1) Load a 25m DEM with the extent of buf_msk into ArcMap and select SURFACE 
ANALYSIS à ASPECT from the Spatial Analyst menu. 

2) RECLASSIFY the resulting grid into the following four classes using the 
Reclassify option from the Spatial Analyst menu: 

 
Aspect Values Reclassified Values 

-1º à 44º 1 
45º à 224º 2 
225º à 314º 3 
315º à 360º 4 
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3) RESAMPLE the resulting grid to have 100m cells using the ‘Bilinear 
Interpolation’ method. 

4) SAVE the resulting grid as aspct_code. 

3.2.3 bgc 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• Provincial biogeoclimatic ecosystem classification coverage 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
The bgc grid identifies the biogeoclimatic zone variants present in your study area. 
 

1) Load the latest available biogeoclimatic zone coverage into ArcMap and CLIP it 
to the extent of buf_msk.  SAVE the shapefile as bgc.shp for use in creating the 
bgc.dbf table in Section 3.4.1.. 

2) ADD a field called ‘uni_id’ to the attribute table of bgc.shp and populate it such 
that each unique value in the ‘beclabel’ field has a number associated with it. 
(e.g. all SBSmk2 beclabels might have a value of 3). 

3) CONVERT this shapefile to a 100m grid using the ‘uni_id’ field to provide cell 
values.   

4) SAVE the resulting grid as bgc. 

3.2.4 bnd_msk 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• User-defined, may require spatial data or heads-up digitizing 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
The bnd_msk grid depicts your study area boundary. 
 

1) Load a vector version of your study area boundary (or define one that suits your 
needs) into ArcMap and CONVERT it to a 100m grid.  Cell values do not matter 
at this point so you may choose any numeric field to provide cell values. 

2) If necessary, RECLASSIFY the resulting grid such that the study area cells have 
a value of ‘1’ and all other cells are assigned NoData. 

3) SAVE the resulting grid as bnd_msk. 
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3.2.5 buf_msk 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• bnd_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
The buf_msk grid shows the boundary of the study area (bnd_msk, Section 3.2.4) after it 
has been buffered by 5,000m. 
 

1) Load the vector version of your study area boundary into ArcMap and BUFFER it 
by 5000m. 

2) CONVERT the resulting shapefile into a 100m grid.  Cell values do not matter at 
this point so you may choose any numeric field to provide cell values. 

3) RECLASSIFY the resulting grid such that all cells carry a value of 1. 
4) SAVE the resulting grid as buf_msk. 

3.2.6 corridor 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• Corridors are heads-up digitized 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
The corridor grid depicts the ‘movement corridors’ used by caribou as they move 
between seasonal ranges in your study area.  These are gathered from local knowledge. 
 

1) In ArcMap, DIGITIZE the movement corridors described from local knowledge of 
the study area. 

2) BUFFER the digitized lines by 1,000m. 
3) UNION the resulting shapefile with the vector version of buf_msk (Sec. 3.2.5, 

step 1). 
4) ADD a field called ‘grid_id’ in the resulting shapefile’s attribute table and assign a 

value of ‘1’ to movement corridor polygons and a value of zero to all other 
polygons. 

5) CONVERT this shapefile to a 100m grid using the ‘grid_id’ field to provide cell 
values. 

6) SAVE the resulting grid as corridor. 
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3.2.7 curve_code 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• 25m DEM 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
The curve_code depicts the profile curvature of the landscape in your study area. 
 

1) Load a 25m DEM with buf_msk’s extent into ArcMap and smooth it with a 5-cell 
rectangular averaging filter.  This filter can be defined under NEIGHBOURHOOD 
STATISTICS in the Spatial Analyst menu.   

2) Using the resulting grid, open the ‘RASTER CALCULATOR’ from the Spatial 
Analyst menu.  Enter the following command into the calculator (substituting the 
name of your DEM for input_dem) and press ‘Evaluate’: 

 
Curvature1 = CURVATURE([input_dem], profile, plan) 

 
3) RECLASSIFY the resulting grid such that all cells with negative values (upwardly 

concave surfaces) have a value of ‘1’ and all remaining cells (flat/upwardly 
convex) get a value of ‘2’. 

4) RESAMPLE the resulting grid to 100m cells using the ‘Bilinear Interpolation’ 
method of the Resample option in the Spatial Analyst menu. 

5) SAVE the resulting grid as curve_code. 

3.2.8 disturbty<year> 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
disturbty<year> is a grid depicting the type of disturbance (e.g. fire, harvest) that a cell in 
the grid is to undergo at a particular time in a disturbance or harvesting forecast.  In 
multiple timestep runs these grids are generated by applying a Spatially Explicit 
Landscape Event Simulator (SELES, Gowlland Technologies) scenario.  One grid is 
made for each timestep in the simulation.  In the case of a single timestep model run a 
dummy grid is made to allow the model to run.  The procedure for making the dummy 
version of the grid is given below. 
 

1) Load the buf_msk grid into ArcMap and RECLASSIFY it such that all cells will 
carry a value of zero. 

2) SAVE the resulting grid as disturbty<year> (e.g. disturbty2010) and place it in the 
…\Spatial_Outputs\Grids\ directory. 
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3.2.9 disturbyr<year> 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
disturbyr<year> is a grid depicting the timing of a disturbance (e.g. fire, harvest) that a 
cell in the grid is to undergo at a particular time in a disturbance or harvesting forecast.  
In multiple timestep runs these grids are generated by applying a Spatially Explicit 
Landscape Event Simulator (SELES, Gowlland Technologies) scenario.  One grid is 
made for each timestep in the simulation.  In the case of a single timestep model run a 
dummy grid is made to allow the model to run.  The procedure for making the dummy 
version of the grid is given below. 
 

3) Load the buf_msk grid into ArcMap and RECLASSIFY it such that all cells will 
carry a value of zero. 

4) SAVE the resulting grid as disturbty<year> (e.g. disturbty2010) and place it in the 
…\Spatial_Outputs\Grids\ directory. 

 

3.2.10 elev_code 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• 25m DEM 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
The elev_code grid depicts reclassified elevation values for your study area.  Four 
classes represent the four ranges of elevation relevant to various caribou seasonal 
ranges.  Reclassification shortens model run time considerably on large study areas. 
 

1) Load a 25m DEM into ArcMap and CLIP it to the extent of buf_msk. 
2) RECLASSIFY the elevation values of the resulting grid as described below: 

 
Elevation Values Reclassified Values 

<1,000m 1 
1,000m à 1,199m 2 
1,200m à 1,299m 3 
1,300m à 1,549m 4 

=1,550m 5 
 
 

3) RESAMPLE the resulting grid to 100m cells using the ‘Bilinear Interpolation’ 
method of the Resample option in the Spatial Analyst menu. 

4) SAVE the resulting grid as elev_code. 
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3.2.11 ete 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• buf_msk 
• fc_id (Section 3.2.12) 
• provincial coverage of Baseline Thematic Mapping (BTM) polygons and attributes 
• 25m DEM 
• tem (Section 3.2.24) 
• solar (Section 3.2.23) 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• polylayer rank 1 (Forest Inventory Planning Database) 
• Layer (Section 3.4.5) 
• pem_small (Section 3.4.7) 
• TEMPEM (Section 3.4.7) 

 
The ete grid describes winter escape terrain effectiveness generated by the winter 
escape terrain model that is contained in the Mountain Goat Habitat Supply Model 
(MGHSM).  CHASE uses this portion of the MGHSM to identify those portions of the 
landscape which are too topographically rugged to function as HEWR for northern 
caribou.  An abbreviated description of the procedures needed to produce this grid is 
given below.  A more detailed discussion of MGHSM procedures can be found in 
McKinley et al. 2004. 
 

1) Create aeft, fwdb, and pet input grids.  These grids do not have any actual 
bearing on the ETE node of the winter escape terrain model.  Their presence, is 
however required to allow the Winter Escape Terrain BBN to execute. 

 
• COPY buf_msk (section 3.2.5) three times and save the copies as aeft, 

fwdb, and pet respectively. 
 

2) Create the ar (alpine and rocks) grid. 
 

• JOIN a table of Non-Productive codes from the Forest Inventory Planning 
database to the fc_id grid (Section 3.2.12) in ArcMap. 

• RECLASSIFY the grid based on the joined non-productive code field 
such that cells are reassigned the following values: 

 
NP Values Reclassified Values 

All but 2 and 3 0 
2 2 
3 3 

 
• RESAMPLE the resulting grid to 100m cells using the ‘Bilinear 

Interpolation’ option of the Resample option in the Spatial Analyst menu. 
• SAVE the resulting grid as ar. 
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3) Create the btm grid. 
 

• Load the provincial coverage of BTM polygons into ArcMap and if 
necessary, ADD a field called ‘BTM_id’ and populate it with a unique 
numeric identifier using the following FIELD CALCULATOR expression: 

 
[FID]+1 

 
• CLIP the coverage to the extent of buf_msk. 
• EXPORT the table of the resulting shapefile as a dBASE table called 

btm.dbf.  IMPORT this table into working Access database that will be 
used to produce case files for processing this model. 

• CONVERT the clipped shapefile to a 100m grid using the BTM_id field of 
the attribute table to provide cell values. 

• SAVE the resulting grid as btm. 
 
4) Create the slope grid. 
 

• Load a 25m DEM with the extent of buf_msk into ArcMap and select 
SURFACE ANALYSIS à SLOPE from the Spatial Analyst menu. 

• RESAMPLE the resulting grid to have 100m cells using the ‘Bilinear 
Interpolation’ method in the Resample option of the Spatial Analyst menu. 

• SAVE the resulting grid as slope. 
 
5) Create the rough_code grid to describe terrain roughness. 

 
• Load a 25m DEM with the extent of buf_msk into ArcMap and 

select SURFACE ANALYSIS à SLOPE from the Spatial Analyst 
menu. 

• Perform a Neighbourhood Statistics operation on the resulting grid 
to quantify surface roughness (SPATIAL ANALYST à 
NEIGHBOURHOOD STATISTICS [Range, rectangle, 3-cell by 3-
cell radius]).  This creates a temporary grid; call it temp1. 

• Make temp1 active and RECLASSIFY it into the roughness 
categories used by the escape terrain model (Analysis à 
Reclassify).  Perform the reclassification such that the following 
classes emerge: 

 
Roughness Values (temp1) Reclassified Values 

>10 (rough) 1 
=10 (smooth) 2 

 
• RESAMPLE the dataset back to 100m using the ‘Bilinear 

Interpolation’ method of the Resample option in the Spatial 
Analyst menu. 

• CONVERT all NoData values to zero. 
• SAVE the resulting grid as rough_code. 
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6) Create the size grid.  This grid depicts the location of winter escape terrain 
capable cells and the number of escape terrain cells which are among the eight 
cells immediately adjacent to them. 

 
• Load the fc_id, tem (see section 3.2.24), rough_code, and slope grids into 

ArcMap and COMBINE them in the raster calculator using the ‘Combine’ 
command.  Save the resulting grid as rescap. 

• OPEN the Layer Table (see section 3.4.5 for creation procedure) in MS 
Access and RUN a MAKE TABLE query to create a table containing the 
L_FC_ID and NON_PRODUCTIVE_CD fields.  EXPORT this table in dBASE 
V format as npcd_exp.dbf 

• Load npcd_exp.dbf and pem_small.dbf (see section 3.4.7 for creation 
procedure) into ArcView and perform the following joins with the rescap 
attribute table. 

 
i) JOIN npcd_exp.dbf to rescap based on the L_FC_ID and 

fc fields respectively.  Make the join permanent by adding 
fields and copying the joined values into them, then 
remove the join.  The names of the added fields must be 
the same as the fields involved in the join.  You may find it 
more convenient to do this in ArcView 3.2 using the FixJoin 
extension (this extension may be downloaded from 
http://arcscripts.esri.com). 

ii) JOIN pem_small.dbf and rescap based on the POLY_ID 
and pem fields respectively.  Make the join permanent. 

• ADD a field to rescap’s attribute table (name: rocky, type: string, width: 8) and 
populate it by selecting all records where the non-productive code is 2 or 3 
and the site series is one of RO, RU, TA, or CL.  CALCULATE the ‘rocky’ 
field for all selected records to assign it the value ‘rocky’.  Assign all other 
records the value of ‘other’. 

• OPEN the rescap attribute table and ADD the following fields. 
 

Field Name Data Type Size 
wEsc_cap Number Width = 4 
esc_cap string Width = 30 

 
 

• With the rescap attribute table open, select the cells which have winter 
escape terrain capability by selecting those records which have a slope 
between 25º and 60º, a rough_code value of ‘1’, and a rocky value of ‘rocky’. 

• Populate the wEsc_cap field by CALCULATING its value to ‘0’ for all of the 
selected records. 

• SWITCH the selection on the table to select the remainder of the records and 
finish populating the wEsc_cap field by CALCULATING these records to a 
value of ‘1’. 

• Populate the esc_cap field in the same manner as the wEsc_cap field.  Re-
select the records with winter escape terrain capability and CALCULATE a 
value of ‘0 = escape capability’ for them.  SWITCH the selection one more 
time and assign a value of ‘1 = no escape capability’. 
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• Using the Spatial Analyst ‘Reclassify’ function, RECLASSIFY the rescap grid 
based on the wEsc_cap field into two classes where cells with a value of zero 
will be reclassed to a value of 1 and cells with a value of 1 will be reclassed to 
a value of 2.  SAVE the resulting grid as win_esc_cap. 

• Select all cells in win_esc_cap with a value of 1 and EXPORT them to a new 
grid.  For the purposes of this document this grid will be referred to as temp5. 

• RECLASSIFY temp5 such that all cell values are now 10000 rather than 1.  
Call this grid temp6. 

• Perform a Neighbourhood Analysis on temp5 to determine the number of 
winter escape terrain cells adjacent to each individual winter escape terrain 
cell.  In the NEIGHBOURHOOD STATISTICS dialog box select the following 
options:  statistic  = sum; neighbourhood = rectangle; width = 3; height = 3; 
units = cells.  This will produce a temporary grid, call it temp7.  The listed 
values are based on a grid with 100m cells.  Height and width would change 
when cell size is varied. 

• Perform a RASTER CALCULATION from the Spatial Analyst menu in which 
the temp6 grid is added to temp7.  Call the output of this calculation temp8. 

• In temp8, the cell values do not directly reflect the number of escape terrain 
cells which are directly adjacent to each individual escape terrain cell.  Also, 
we do not wish to count the center cell of the neighbourhood in this total.  To 
correct for this, RECLASSIFY the values as shown below. 

 
    temp8 Value        New Value 

          10001           0 
          10002           1 
          10003           2 
          10004           3 
          10005           4 
          10006           5 
          10007           6 
          10008           7 
          10009           8 

 
• CONVERT the NoData values in the resulting grid to ‘9999’ 
• SAVE this grid as size. 

 
7) Create the solar (solar loading grid) according to the procedures in Section 

3.2.23. 
8) Load the aeft, ar, btm, fwdb, pet, rough_code, size, slope, and solar grids into 

ArcMap and combine them using the ‘COMBINE’ command in the raster 
calculator.  SAVE the resulting grid as res_a. 

9) EXPORT the attribute table of the res_a grid as a dBASE table called res_a.dbf. 
10) IMPORT res_a.dbf into the working Access database and change the name of 

the ‘Value’ field to ‘ID’. 
11) OPEN the ‘Netica Manager For Goats’ form and fill in the blanks as follows:  

Layer Table = Layer; Result Table = res_a; TEMPEM Table = TEMPEM; Export 
Path = location where the case file to be created by Netica Manager will be 
saved; Import Path = location where Netica BBN outputs will be found after 
running the winter escape terrain BBN on the case file. 

12) PRESS the ‘Winter Escape Model’ button on the ‘Export To:’ side of the form to 
generate a case file. 
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13) OPEN the Winter Escape Terrain BBN in Netica and process the case file saved 
by Netica Manager. 

14) Return to the Netica Manager form and IMPORT the results generated by Netica 
by PRESSING the ‘Winter Escape Model’ button on the ‘Import From:’ side of the 
form. 

15) CREATE a new table in Access containing the res_a table’s ID field and the 
Netica output from the ETE node of the winter escape terrain model (WE_ETE). 

16) EXPORT this table as a dBASE file called ete.dbf. 
17) IMPORT the ete.dbf table into ArcMap and JOIN it to the res_a grid’s attribute 

table. 
18) RECLASSIFY the res_a grid such that all cells with a WE_ETE value >0.666 are 

assigned a value of ‘1’ and the remaining cells get a value of ‘0’. 
19) SAVE the resulting grid as ete. 

3.2.12 fc_id 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• Provincial forest cover coverages (e.g. Forest Inventory Planning database) 
• Cutblocks (often come from multiple sources e.g. forest licensees, BCTS) 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
The fc_id grid depicts forest cover polygons for your study area.  Forest cover 
preparation is connected to the creation of the Layer Table (Section 3.4.5).  This process 
is variable depending on the condition of the data.  Since the confounding factors which 
may be encountered cannot be known in advance, no alternative procedures are offered 
here. 
 

1) Load provincial forest cover coverages for the mapsheets comprising the extent 
of buf_msk into ArcMap and MERGE them together into a seamless shapefile. 

2) CLIP the merged forest cover data to the extent of buf_msk. 
3) SAVE the output of the clip operation as fc.shp. 
4) Open and EXPORT fc.shp’s attribute table as a dBASE table.  SAVE this table 

as prelayer.dbf.  prelayer.dbf is not used in this procedure but its existence is 
necessary for producing the Layer Table. 

5) If you are updating the forest cover for new cutblocks that have been created 
since the last provincial forest cover update you will need a shapefile of these 
new cutblocks.  Load this shapefile into ArcMap and VERIFY that it has a field 
called ‘BLK_STATUS’ which states whether a block has been logged or 
approved for harvest.  If you are not updating for new cutblocks, RENAME fc.shp 
to fc_id.shp and skip to step 7. 

6) UNION the cutblock shapefile to fc.shp using ArcToolbox.  This may take a 
considerable amount of time depending on the number of cutblocks and the size 
of your study area.  SAVE the resulting shapefile as fc_id.shp. 

7) Open the fc_id.shp attribute table and ADD a numeric field called ‘FC_ID’. 
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8) Populate the new field with a unique numeric identifier.  Select the 
‘CALCULATE’ option after right-clicking the field header and enter the following 
expression in the listbox at the bottom of the dialog box that appears: 

 
[FID]+1 

 
CLICK ‘OK’ to generate the new polygon IDs.  

9) SAVE the changes made to the fc_id.shp table. 
10) Open and EXPORT the fc_id.shp attribute table in dBASE format.  SAVE 

this table as fc_id.dbf.  fc_id.dbf is not used in this procedure but its 
existence is necessary for producing the Layer Table. 

11) CONVERT fc_id.shp to a 100m grid.  Use the FC_ID field for cell values.  
Do not join attribute fields to the grid. 

12)  SAVE the resulting grid as fc_id. 

3.2.13 itg 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• fc_id (Section 3.1.12) 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• polylayer rank 1 (Forest Inventory Planning Database) 
 
The itg grid depicts inventory type group polygons for your buffered study area. 
 

1) JOIN a table of inventory type group codes from the Forest Inventory Planning 
database to the fc_id grid (Section 3.2.12.  Make the join permanent by adding 
fields and copying the joined values into them, then remove the join.  The names 
of the added fields must be the same as the fields involved in the join.  You may 
find it more convenient to do this in ArcView 3.2 using the FixJoin extension (this 
extension may be downloaded from http://arcscripts.esri.com). 

2) Using the RASTER CALCULATOR in ArcMap, create a 100m grid of itg values 
for your study area. 

3) SAVE this grid as itg. 

3.2.14 lu 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• Landscape unit boundaries (e.g. from the Mackenzie Land and Resource Management 

Plan) 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
The lu grid depicts the legal landscape unit boundaries for your buffered study area. 
 

1) Load a coverage of landscape unit boundaries for the region surrounding your 
buffered study area into ArcMap and CLIP it to the extent of buf_msk. 

2) DISSOLVE the resulting shapefile on the LU_NAME field of the attribute table to 
ensure that each LU (or fragment thereof) has only one record in the table. 
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3) ADD a numeric field to the attribute table called LU_ID and populate it with the 
following expression in FIELD CALCULATOR dialog box: 

 
[FID]+1 

 
4) CONVERT the shapefile to a 100m grid using the LU_ID field to provide the cell 

values. 
5) SAVE the resulting grid as lu. 

3.2.15 moosesum 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• Moose population units are heads-up digitized 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
The moosesum grid displays ‘moose summer units’.  Moose summer units are polygons 
digitized from local knowledge and expert opinion that portray discrete moose population 
units during the summer.  Essentially, these polygons are expansions of where moose 
population units are found during the winter months. 
 

1) In ArcMap, DIGITIZE the moose summer units described from local 
knowledge/expert opinion of the study area.  Make certain that the polygons 
cover at least the extent of buf_msk. 

6) ADD a field to the attribute table of this shapefile called ‘uni_id’ and populate it 
with the following expression in FIELD CALCULATOR dialog box: 

 
[FID]+1 

 
2) Load the vector version of buf_msk and CLIP the digitized moose summer units 

to its extent. 
3) CONVERT the resulting shapefile to a 100m grid using the ‘uni_id’ field of the 

attribute table to provide cell values. 
4) SAVE the resulting grid as moosesum. 

3.2.16 moosewin_stat 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
This is a blank grid used by CHASE.  It is merged with dynamic moose winter ranges at 
each timestep while the model is creating subsistence hunting (subhunt<year>) grids.  
The grid functions as a placeholder in the event that permanent static winter ranges for 
moose are found to be useful descriptors of moose habitat.  This procedure describes 
how to create a blank moosewin_stat grid. 
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1) Load the buf_msk grid into ArcMap. 
2) Using Spatial Analyst’s RASTER CALCULATOR, create a blank grid by 

evaluating the following expression: 
 

[buf_msk] > 1 
 
3) SAVE the resulting grid as moosewin_stat. 

3.2.17 ndt 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• bgc.shp (Section 3.2.3) 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• bgc.dbf (Section 3.4.1) 
 
The ndt grid depicts Natural Disturbance Type polygons for your study area.  Each 
biogeoclimatic zone variant has an associated natural disturbance type assigned to it in 
the Biodiversity Guidebook (BCMOF 1995).  NDTs describe the average return intervals 
for natural stand-initiating events. 
 

1) Open the bgc.dbf input table (Section 3.4.1) in ArcMap and ADD a numeric field 
called ‘ndt’.  

2) Using the Biodiversity Guidebook, look up the ndt associated with each record in 
the table based on the ‘Beclabel’ field and enter it into the ‘ndt’ field using the 
FIELD CALCULATOR. 

3) Load the bgc.shp shapefile into ArcMap and JOIN the bgc.dbf table to it based 
on their respective ‘uni_id’ fields. 

4) CONVERT bgc.shp to a 100m grid using the joined ‘ndt’ field to provide cell 
values. 

5) SAVE the resulting grid as ndt. 

3.2.18 psyu 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• Public Sustained Yield Unit coverages (Land-Use Planning Databases) 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
PSYU (Public Sustained Yield Unit) datasets in northern British Columbia are part of the 
Land Use Planning Databases.  They are each assigned a number and are split up by 
LU in the database. 
 

1) Load the PSYU coverages covering the extent of buf_msk into ArcMap and 
MERGE them into a seamless shapefile using ArcToolbox. 

2) CLIP the resulting shapefile to the extent of buf_msk. 
3) CONVERT the resulting shapefile to a 100m grid using the ‘PSYU’ field of the 

attribute table to provide cell values. 
4) SAVE the resulting grid as psyu. 
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3.2.19 rds_static 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
This is a blank grid used by CHASE.  It is merged with dynamic roads at each timestep 
while the model is creating subsistence hunting (subhunt<year>) grids.  The grid 
functions as a placeholder in the event that permanent static roads are found are built in 
the study area.  This procedure describes how to create a blank rds_static grid. 
 

1) Load the buf_msk grid into ArcMap. 
2) Using Spatial Analyst’s RASTER CALCULATOR, create a blank grid by 

evaluating the following expression: 
 

[buf_msk] > 1 
 
3) SAVE the resulting grid as rds_static. 

3.2.20 rds<year> 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• Existing roads (multiple sources e.g. forest licensees, Government) 
• Proposed roads (multiple sources e.g. forest licensees, Government) 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
This is a grid depicting the locations of roads at a particular time in a disturbance or 
harvesting forecast.  In multiple timestep runs these grids are generated by applying a 
Spatially Explicit Landscape Event Simulator (SELES, Gowlland Technologies) scenario.  
One grid is made for each timestep in the simulation.  In the case of a single timestep 
model run a grid is made from existing coverages of road networks and, if applicable, 
development plans.  A single timestep procedure is described below. 
 

1) Load a coverage of existing roads into ArcMap. 
2) If applicable, load or DIGITIZE any proposed roads that will exist at the time of 

the simulation timestep into ArcMap.  MERGE these proposed roads with the 
existing roads. 

3) CLIP the resulting shapefile to the extent of buf_msk. 
4) If necessary, ADD a numeric field to the attribute table called ‘ROAD_ID’ to 

provide a unique identifier to each road feature.  Populate it with the following 
expression in FIELD CALCULATOR dialog box: 

 
[FID]+1 

 
5) CONVERT the resulting shapefile to a 100m grid using the ROAD_ID to provide 

cell values. 
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6) SAVE the resulting grid as rds<year> (e.g. rds2010) and place it in the 
…\Spatial_Outputs\Grids\ directory. 

3.2.21 reghunt 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• Provincial Wildlife Management Units (available from Ministry of Environment) 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• British Columbia Hunting & Trapping Regulations and Synopsis 
 
The reghunt grid depicts the level of regulated hunting that occurs in the wildlife 
management units of your buffered study area.  Regulated hunting is classed into three 
levels: 
 

Cell Value Regulated Hunting Level 
1 Low – no open season 
2 Medium – current open season 
3 High – extended open season 

 
1) Load the provincial coverage of wildlife management units into ArcMap and CLIP 

it to the extent of buf_msk. 
2) OPEN the attribute table of the resulting shapefile and ADD a numeric field called 

‘reghunt’. 
3) Through the use of the current British Columbia Hunting & Trapping Regulations 

and Synopsis (available from the Fish and Wildlife Branch of the Ministry of 
Environment) CALCULATE a value of 1,2, or 3 (as described above) to each 
wildlife management unit in the attribute table. 

4) CONVERT the shapefile to a 100m grid using the ‘reghunt’ field to provide cell 
values. 

5) SAVE the resulting grid as reghunt. 

3.2.22 slope_code 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• 25m DEM 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
This grid depicts slope values that have been reclassified into groups representing the 
slope ranges used in CHASE.  Reclassification of slope values is necessary to increase 
the speed of model processing. 
 

1) Load a 25m DEM with the extent of buf_msk into ArcMap and select SURFACE 
ANALYSIS à SLOPE from the Spatial Analyst menu. 

2) RECLASSIFY the resulting grid into the following three classes using the 
Reclassify option from the Spatial Analyst menu: 
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Slope Values Reclassified Values 
<5º 1 

5º à 39º 2 
=40º 3 

 
 

3) RESAMPLE the resulting grid to a cell size of 100m using the ‘Bilinear 
Interpolation’ method available in ArcToolbox’s Resampling tool. 

4) SAVE the resulting grid as slope_code. 

3.2.23 solar 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• 25m DEM 
• Landscape unit boundaries (e.g. from the Mackenzie Land and Resource Management 

Plan) 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
The solar grid depicts global solar loading values for your buffered study area over the 
course of the Autumn season (defined in the context of CHASE as October 1 à 
November 30). 
 

1) Load a 25m DEM into ArcView 3.2 that is large enough to encompass the 
unclipped boundaries of all of the landscape units (LU) in buf_msk.  Also load the 
local LU coverage.  ArcView 3.2 is used in this procedure but it is also possible to 
create solar loading grids in ArcToolbox 9.2 using the ‘Area Solar Radiation’ Tool 
included with Spatial Analyst.  This tool supports batching the process for all LUs 
using the parameters given in Figures 3.2 à 3.4 below. 

2) Solar loading is calculated separately for each LU to improve accuracy of the 
latitude values used in the calculation.  Make the LU shapefile active and 
SELECT the LU for which you wish to create the first solar loading grid. 

3) Once the LU is selected, choose ‘CONVERT TO SHAPEFILE’ from the ‘Theme’ 
menu and SAVE the resulting shapefile as <lu_name>.shp. 

4) Make your DEM the active theme and select ‘EXTRACT GRID THEME USING 
POLYGON’ from the Grid Analyst menu (you will need to have the Spatial 
Analyst extension loaded to be able to do this).  EXTRACT the grid theme using 
the <lu_name>.shp theme.  SAVE the resulting grid as <lu_name>_dem.  Please 
note that this will be the extent of the final solar loading grid.  This procedure 
could be further improved by BUFFERING the lu boundary by at least 5000m to 
account for the effects of topographic shading beyond the borders of the LU.  
Once solar loading has been calculated on the expanded LU boundary it may be 
CLIPPED down to the actual LU boundary. 

5) Make lu_dem the active theme and select ‘RESAMPLE’ from the Analysis menu.  
Use a ‘Bilinear Interpolation’ algorithm and an output cell size of 100m.  SAVE 
the resulting grid as <lu_name>100. 

6) Make <lu_name>100 the active theme and select ‘DERIVE SLOPE’ and then 
‘DERIVE ASPECT’ from the Analysis menu.  SAVE the resulting grids as 
slope_<lu_name> and asp_<lu_name> respectively.  It should be noted that 
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problems are sometimes encountered at this stage. If the grids being produced at 
this stage appear to be flawed (this will be visually obvious), create a 100m-cell 
grid of the <lu_name>.shp theme and save it as dummy.shp.  Then select 
‘PROPERTIES’ under the Analysis menu and set the analysis extent, cell size, 
and mask to be the same as that of dummy.shp.  This should correct any 
problems in deriving slope and aspect. 

7) Before calculating solar loading we need to know the latitude of the LU.  Since 
the ArcView Solar Analyst extension accepts only one latitude value for a given 
study area we determine the halfway point between the northern and southern 
extremes of the LU and use that value.  You may find these values using the 
‘ADD LAT/LONG COORDINATES’ ArcView extension. 

8) Now that we possess a DEM of the LU, as well as grids of its slope and aspect 
we are ready to CALCULATE solar loading by selecting ‘!Execute’ from the Solar 
menu (this will require the Solar Analyst extension).  The following series of 
screen captures show the settings used for creating CHASE solar loading grids.  
Simply substitute correct path, file, and latitudes where necessary. 

 

 
Figure 4.  Dialog 1 of the Solar Analyst set-up process. 
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Figure 5.  Dialog 2 of the Solar Analyst set-up process. 
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Figure 6.  Dialog 3 of the Solar Analyst set-up process. 

The output grid representing total solar loading is ‘load_octnov’ in the first screen 
capture.  The other two output grids may be discarded (summed together they 
will create the load_octnov grid). 

 
9) REPEAT steps 1 through 8 for each LU that has at least a portion of its extent 

residing within your buffered study area. 
10) MERGE all of the individual LU solar loading grids into a seamless mosaic using 

any ArcView extension that allows grid mosaicking (e.g. Grid Mosaic Extension 
Version 1.1 downloadable from ESRI through ArcScripts). 

11) Make the mosaic the active theme and select ‘EXTRACT GRID THEME USING 
POLYGON’ from the Grid Analyst menu.  Extract the grid theme using the vector 
version of buf_msk to provide the new extent. 

12) RECLASSIFY this grid into the following two classes and SAVE the resulting grid 
as solar: 

 
Old Cell Values New Cell Values 

0 à 39,999 1 
40,000 à maximum 2 
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3.2.24 tem 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• Terrestrial Ecosystem Mapping (TEM) 
• Predictive Ecosystem Mapping (PEM) 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
The tem grid depicts TEM polygons, or in their absence PEM polygons.  Neither type of 
vegetation mapping exists in all areas so in most cases some portion of the study area is 
assigned a placeholding value of zero. 
 

1) Load all available TEM and PEM coverages for the extent of buf_msk into 
ArcMap and CLIP them using the vector version of buf_msk.  Be sure that they 
have the full complement of TEM fields in their respective attribute tables (RIC 
1998).  If they do not, provide them. 

2) If there is any overlap between the resulting TEM and PEM shapefiles, remove 
the overlapping section from the PEM shapefile.  TEM information is preferred to 
PEM data because it possesses a higher level of accuracy. 

3) MERGE the two shapefiles into a single shapefile using ArcToolbox. 
4) OPEN the attribute table of the merged shapefile and ADD a numeric field called 

‘ecp_id’.  Populate the field with unique sequential integer values using the 
following expression in the FIELD CALCULATOR dialog box: 

 
[FID]+1 

 
5) EXPORT the table of the resulting shapefile in dBASE format as xtem.dbf. 
6) Using the FIELD CALCULATOR, update the area, perimeter, and hectares of 

the polygons in the merged shapefile. 
7) CONVERT the resulting shapefile into a 100m grid using the ‘ecp_id’ field to 

provide cell values. 
8) If the tem and pem information does not cover the entire extent of buf_msk, 

CONVERT the NoData cells to a value of zero. 
9) SAVE the resulting grid as tem. 

3.2.25 towns 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• Cities, towns, settlements coverage (available from public Government FTP sites)or it 

may be heads-up digitized. 
• buf_msk 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
This grid depicts the locations of every permanent settlement in your buffered study 
area. 
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1) Load a coverage showing the point locations of all permanent settlements in the 
region of buf_msk into ArcMap.  If such a coverage does not exist, DIGITIZE it 
manually. 

10) ADD a numeric field called ‘uni_id’ to the attribute table of this coverage and 
populate it with unique sequential integer values using the following expression in 
the FIELD CALCULATOR dialog box: 

 
[FID]+1 

 
2) CLIP the coverage to the extent of buf_msk. 
3) CONVERT the resulting shapefile to a 100m grid using the ‘uni_id’ field to 

provide cell values. 
4) SAVE the resulting grid as towns. 

3.3 Vector Inputs 

One vector input is required for the reporting routines to generate summaries of habitat 
abundance within ungulate winter ranges (UWRs). 

3.3.1 uwr.shp 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• User defined (may be modeled, heads-up digitized, etc.) 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
The Ungulate Winter Range (UWR) uwr.shp shapefile is created according to rules 
determined by the model user.  The BC government has various approved UWRs that 
may be requested through the Integrated Land Management Bureau.  For use in the 
CHASE model all that is required is that the shapefile conforms to the following criteria: 

• The name must be uwr.shp and it must consist of polygon features. 
• It must contain a text field called ‘unit_no’ in its attribute table that uniquely 

identifies each UWR unit/polygon. 
• Each ‘unit_no’ can be no more than 5 characters in length and must contain no 

spaces or other characters which are not permitted in ESRI grid names.  This 
ensures that the grids displaying UWR intersections will conform to ESRI grid 
naming limitations. 

• Its spatial extent must match that of the bnd_msk grid. 

3.4 Tabular Inputs 

The CHASE model requires the input of 5 tables.  Three of these tables exist in dBASE 
format for use in ArcMap (…\Spatial_Inputs\Tables\) and the remaining two tables are 
housed in a Microsoft Access database (…\Access\).  I describe each of these tables 
below with methodology on its creation.  Italics indicate filenames. 
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3.4.1 bgc.dbf 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• bgc.shp (Section 3.2.3) 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
This table exists to provide attributes to the cells in the bgc grid. 
 

1) Load bgc.shp into ArcMap and EXPORT the attribute table to a dBASE file called 
bgc.dbf. 

2) OPEN bgc.dbf and DELETE all but the following fields: 
 

• Beclabel 
• Zone 
• Bgc_subzon 
• Variant 
• Uni_id 

 
3) SAVE the edits you have made to the table. 

3.4.2 disturbseqtyp 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• None 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
This table describes the types of disturbance that a cell undergoes over the course of a 
multiple timestep model run.  This table is held in the working Access database. For a 
single-timestep run, this table can be mocked-up as shown below in Figure 7. 

 
Figure 7.  Sample distubseqtyp table for a single timestep model run. 
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All fields in the above figure are numeric.  There are a total of 12 ‘Event’ fields in this 
particular table (e.g. Event1…Event12) and 12 DISTURB_TY entries (records).  This is 
for demonstrative purposes to show the structure of this table.  For a single timestep, a 
singe record with only one ‘Event’ field would suffice.  In multiple timestep runs, SELES 
generates tables which provide this information (see the CHASE User’s Guide, Doucette 
et al. 2004). 

3.4.3 disturbseqyrs 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• None 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• None 
 
The disturbseqyrs table describes the chronology of disturbances that a cell undergoes 
over the course of a multiple timestep model run.  This table is held in the working 
Access database. For a single-timestep run, this table can be mocked-up as shown 
below in Figure 8. 
 

 

 
Figure 8.  Sample distubseqyrs table for a single timestep model run. 

All fields in the above figure are numeric.  There are a total of 12 ‘Year’ fields in this 
particular table (e.g. Year1…Year12) and one DISTURB_CO entry (record).  This is for 
demonstrative purposes to show the structure of this table.  For a single timestep, one 
‘Event’ field would suffice.  In multiple timestep runs, SELES generates tables which 
provide this information (see the CHASE User’s Guide, Doucette et al. 2004). 

3.4.4 fc_merge.dbf 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• None 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• fc_id.dbf (Section 3.2.12) 
 
The fc_merge.dbf table is used to provide attributes to the cells in the fc_id grid. 
 

1) Load the fc_id.dbf table that was created while making the fc_id grid into ArcMap. 
2) EXPORT the table as fc_merge.dbf and DELETE all but the following fields: 
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• Fc_id 
• Fc_tag 
• Area 
• Perimeter 
• Hectares 
• Mapstand 
• Np_cd 
• Proj_agecl 

 
If any of these fields are not present they can be queried from the appropriate 
PLR1 table and joined to this table using their respective Fc_tag fields. 

3) SAVE the edits you have made to the table. 

3.4.5 Layer 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• None 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• prelayer.dbf (Section 3.2.12) 
• fc_id.dbf (Section 3.2.12) 
• polylayer rank 1 (Forest Inventory Planning Database) 

 
The Layer Table (housed in MS Access) stores the detailed forest cover information 
used in the model operation.  It is designed to link to the fc_id grid to allow for spatial 
analysis.  This procedure assumes that forest cover data is contained within one 
database.  If multiple data sources are being used they will likely differ in their structure 
and will need to be amalgamated before they can be used. 
 

1) Follow the forest cover grid creation procedures (Section 3.2.12) to create 
the prelayer.dbf and fc_id.dbf tables. 

2) IMPORT the prelayer.dbf, fc_id.dbf, and Poly Layer Rank 1 (PLR1) tables 
for your study area into your working MS Access database.  The PLR1 
tables can be found in the BC Ministry of Forests (MoF) Forest Inventory 
Planning (FIP) database. 

3) If necessary, APPEND multiple PLR1 tables to gain complete coverage of 
the study area. 

4) Whether the PLR1 table has been merged or not, RE-NAME it ‘full_plr1’ 
5) Create a new MAKE-TABLE query involving the prelayer table to select 

only the unique records from prelayer.  ENTER the following Structured 
Query Language (SQL) query to do this: 

 
SELECT DISTINCT (prelayer.FC_TAG) AS FC_TAG INTO 
unique_fctags 
FROM   prelayer; 
 
RUN the query, the result will be a table named unique_fctags. 
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6) Create another MAKE-TABLE query involving the full_plr1 and 
unique_fctags tables to select only those records of full_plr1 that have 
FC_TAGS matching those of unique_fctags.  Figure 9 shows how the 
Design View window of Access should look prior to entering the SQL 
statement for the query. 

 

 
Figure 9.  Design View appearance of PLR1 clipping query prior to SQL entry.  Note that 
the two tables are joined on the FC_TAG field. 

  
 ENTER the SQL query shown below into SQL view. 

 
 SELECT full_plr1.* INTO layer_init 

FROM   full_plr1 INNER JOIN unique_fctags ON full_plr1.FC_TAG = unique_fctags.FC_TAG 
WHERE  full_plr1.FC_TAG = unique_fctags.FC_TAG; 

 
 RUN the query; the result will be a table called layer_init.  The layer_init table 

represents the forest cover data specific to the study area. 
 
7) Perform another MAKE-TABLE query involving the layer_init and fc_id 

tables to update the layer_init table for blocks that have been harvested 
since the last FIP update.  Figure 10 shows how the Design View window 
of Access should look prior to entering the SQL statement for the query. 
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Figure 10.  Design View appearance of the layer_init updating query prior to SQL entry.  
Note that the two tables are joined on the FC_TAG fields.  In this example the fc_id table 
has been named fc_union. 

  ENTER the SQL query shown below into SQL view. 
 

SELECT fc_id.FC_ID, fc_id.BLK_STATUS, layer_init.* INTO layer 
FROM   fc_id INNER JOIN layer_init ON fc_id.FC_TAG = layer_init.FC_TAG; 
 
In this query, the ‘BLK_STATUS’ field refers to a field from fc_id which describes 
the status of cutblocks (e.g. logged, approved).  RUN the query; the result will be 
the Layer Table (name the table ‘Layer’).  Some refinements must still be made 
to this table before it is useable in a model run. 

 
8) It is necessary to ADD a total of seven fields to the Layer table to prepare 

it for a CHASE model run.  Procedures for populating these fields are 
given in the following steps.  The fields are described in the table below: 

 
Field Name Type Field Size 
ORIG_AGE Number 50 
SPP_COMP Text Long Integer 
YEARS_PER_STEP Number Long Integer 
UPDATED_AGE Number Long Integer 
UPDATED_YR Number Long Integer 
Timestep Number Long Integer 
TREE_SIZE Number Long Integer 

 
9) Update the ORIG_AGE field to the model start year, taking into account 

new cutblocks.  Create a new UPDATE query involving the Layer table 
which will be the first in two-step process for updating the stand ages to 
chosen model start year.  For the purposes of this user guide we will 
assume that the user wants to update the stand ages to the year 2010 
from older forest cover data.  ENTER the following SQL query to do this: 
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UPDATE Layer SET Layer.ORIG_AGE = 2010-[Layer].[STAND_ESTABLISHMENT_YEAR] 
WHERE  Layer.PROJECTED_AGE <> 0; 

 
 RUN the query. 
 
10) Perform another UPDATE query to finish updating stand ages in the 

Layer Table by resetting the stand ages for all of the new blocks to zero.  
ENTER the following SQL query to do this. 
 
UPDATE Layer SET Layer.ORIG_AGE = 0 
WHERE  lyer.PROJECTED_AGE > 40 
AND    Layer.BLK_STATUS <> ""; 
 
RUN the query. 
 

11) UPDATE the SPP_COMP field.  This field contains a text identifier for the 
amount of Subalpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa) present in stands where this 
species is considered dominant.  The amount of fir will be grouped into 
three classes: L (Low < 40%), M (40% = Medium < 80%), and H (High = 
80%).  Perform this field population by ENTERING and RUNNING the 
following three update queries: 

 
a)   UPDATE Layer SET Layer.SPP_COMP = "L" 

WHERE  Layer.TREE_SPECIES_CD_1 = "BL" 
AND    Layer.TREE_SPECIES_PCT_1 < 40; 

 
  b)   UPDATE Layer SET Layer.SPP_COMP = "M" 

WHERE  Layer.TREE_SPECIES_CD_1 = "BL" 
AND    Layer.TREE_SPECIES_PCT_1 >= 40 
AND    Layer.TREE_SPECIES_PCT_1 < 80; 

 
c)   UPDATE Layer SET Layer.SPP_COMP = "H" 

WHERE  Layer.TREE_SPECIES_CD_1 = "BL" 
AND    Layer.TREE_SPECIES_PCT_1 >= 80; 

 
12) UPDATE the YEARS_PER_STEP field.  This can be done with a simple 

update query identifying the interval between timesteps in your model run.  
For example, if your timestep interval is 10 years, you would ENTER and 
RUN the query shown below: 

 
UPDATE Layer SET Layer.YEARSPER_STEP = 10; 

 
13) UPDATE the TREE_SIZE field.  This field is simply a copy of the 

PROJECTED_HEIGHT field.  ENTER and RUN the following update 
query to populate this field: 

 
UPDATE Layer SET Layer.TREE_SIZE = [Layer].[PROJECTED_HEIGHT]; 
 
14) The remaining three fields are updated automatically by autoCHASE 

based on the inputs entered by the user.   
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15) RE-NAME the ‘fc_id’ field to ‘L_FC_ID’ and make it the table’s primary 
key.  The Layer Table is now finished.  You may at this point choose to 
remove fields from the Layer Table that will not be needed during the 
model run.  This is not necessary and serves only to minimize the size of 
the database. 

3.4.6 tem.dbf 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• None 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• xtem.dbf (Section 3.2.24) 
 
The tem.dbf table is used merely to supply three of the grids generated during the 
automated portion of a CHASE run with values from the ‘ECP_TAG’ field of the full TEM 
or PEM table from which the tem grid was derived. 
 

1) Make a COPY of the xtem.dbf table created in Section 3.2.24 called tem.dbf and 
load it into ArcMap. 

2) DELETE all fields from the table except for the ‘ecp_tag’ and ‘ecp_id’ fields. 
3) If it does not already exist, ADD a record to the table with a value of ‘N/A’ for the 

‘ECP_TAG’ field and a value of zero for the ‘ECP_ID’ field. 
4) SAVE your edits to the table and stop editing. 

3.4.7 TEMPEM 

Spatial Data Requirements: 
• None 

 
Tabular Data Requirements: 

• xtem.dbf (Section 3.2.24) 
 
In reality, two TEMPEM tables are required for applying CHASE.  One is required for the 
manual creation of a winter escape capability grid (described in section 3.2.11) while the 
other is required for model processing in MS Access. 
 

1) IMPORT xtem.dbf into MS Access. 
2) OPEN the table in Design View and RENAME the ECP_TAG field to 

ECP_TAG_old. 
3) While still in Design View, ADD a new text field called ECP_TAG. 
4) Create a new UPDATE Query involving the xtem table to update the new 

ECP_TAG field with the values held in the ECP_ID field.  ENTER run 
RUN the query shown below. 

 
UPDATE xtem SET xtem.ECP_TAG = CStr[xtem].[ECP_ID]; 

 
5) In Design View, set the ECP_TAG field to be the primary key for the 

table. 
6) RENAME the table TEMPEM. 
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7) Use a new MAKE TABLE query on the TEMPEM table that will create a 
new table called pem_small which contains only the following fields from 
TEMPEM: 

 
ECP_TAG SITEMC_S1 
BGC_ZONE SURFM_1 
BGC_SUBZON DRAIN_1 
BGC_VRT POLY_ID 

  
EXPORT the table (File à Export) as a dBASE table called pem_small.dbf.  This 
is the table referred to in step 6 of Section 3.2.11. 

8) At this point it is recommended that you create the ete grid (Section 3.2.11) 
before returning to the TEMPEM table and swapping the names of the 
ECP_TAG_OLD and ECP_TAG fields in the table’s Design View.  This must be 
done before the start of the CHASE run in order to make TEM and PEM 
information available to the model. 

4.0 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

After having prepared all of the inputs described in Section 3, the CHASE model is 
applied using autoCHASE.  autoCHASE is an application that runs within Microsoft 
Access to apply the procedures of the CHASE model to the input data producing caribou 
seasonal range grids and summary tables.  Given a standard modeling directory 
structure (Section 3.1) and access to ESRI’s ArcGIS Desktop, and Norsys Netica, 
autoCHASE effectively runs without manual intervention. 

4.1 System Requirements 

In order to successfully execute, autoCHASE is to be installed on a workstation with the 
following specifications: 
 

• Microsoft Access 2000 or above 
• Norsys Netica 3.17 
• ArcGIS Desktop 9.2 Service Pack 1 

 
To run autoCHASE and the above software, it is recommended that a workstation be 
equipped with a minimum of 512Mb of RAM.  The amount of hard drive space required 
to run an autoCHASE simulation depends entirely on the size of the area and the 
number of timesteps being evaluated.  A conservative approach would be to ensure the 
availability of 5GB of free hard drive space prior to initiating a model run. 

4.2 autoCHASE Installation 

The autoCHASE application is a single form in a Microsoft Access database called 
autoCHASE.mdb.  This database should be copied into the ‘Access’ subdirectory 
described in section 4.3.  This database can be renamed without consequences if 
required. 
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4.3 autoCHASE Operation 

Once all of the data inputs are prepared and placed in the modeling directory as per 
section 3.1, executing a model run is very simple.  As seen in Figure 11, the user has 
only to provide the path to the modeling directory and the year representing the timestep 
being processed, then press the ‘Start’ button.  After this no further user interaction is 
required; the model will execute to completion on it’s own. 
 

 
Figure 11. autoCHASE interface. 

The remaining two features of the interface are the ‘Abort’ button and the ‘Status’ pane.  
In the event that a model run needs to be terminated prior to completion, use of the 
‘Abort’ button will immediately exit all processing.  Once a run is aborted it cannot be 
resumed. 
 
The ‘Status’ pane displays the progression of the model run.  At each stage of model 
processing, the current task and time of initiation are listed.  This can be useful in 
determining that a large model run is still processing successfully. 
 
There is no single answer to the question of how long a model run requires to process.  
The duration of any run is wholly dependent on size of the area being evaluated and the 
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amount of computing power being applied to the task.  A small (~50,000ha) run will 
require at least two hours to complete, whereas a large area like the Chase RPA 
(~2,000,000ha) has been observed to require 36 hours of processor time. 

5.0 MODEL OUTPUTS 

A successful run of the CHASE model using autoCHASE will result in the creation of 23 
grids depicting seasonal ranges and other intermediate spatial layers.  In addition to 
these grids, 19 tables in dBASE and delimited text format are created which correspond 
to the output grids.  Additional raster and tabular outputs will be produced by the habitat 
reporting routines executed after the main body of the model run.  The number of 
additional outputs is determined by the number of features in the uwr.shp shapefile. 

5.1 Raster Outputs 

The raster outputs from a successful application of autoCHASE are listed below.  The 
grid names listed assume output for a model timestep taking place in the year 2010.  In 
most cases cell values in the output grids are classified into categories of low, medium, 
and high.  Preference node output grid cells are typically classified as being ‘preferred’, 
‘equivocal’, or ‘avoided’.  Preferred cells refer to areas that are actively sought by 
caribou.  Equivocal cells are areas that caribou neither seek nor avoid, and ‘avoided’ 
cells signify areas that are deliberately avoided by caribou.  A few grids have other 
classes of cell values which I describe in Table 1. 

Table 1. List of raster outputs from an application of autoCHASE. 
Name Description Cell Values 
bs2010p Preference node output for the black 

spruce/swamp complex range type. 
1 = Avoided 
2 = Equivocal 
3 = Preferred 

bs2010v Value node output for the black 
spruce/swamp complex range type. 

1 = Low 
2 = Medium 
3 = High 

bs2010v_<unit_no> BSSC value node results within a given 
UWR polygon.  A grid of this form exists for 
each UWR ‘unit_no’. 

1 = Low BSSC value 
2 = Medium BSSC value 
3 = High BSSC value 

cs2010p Preference node output for the 
calving/summer range type. 

1 = Avoided 
2 = Preferred 

cs2010v Value node output for the calving/summer 
range type. 

1 = Low 
2 = Medium 
3 = High 

he2010a Arboreal lichen forage abundance node 
output for the high-elevation winter range 
type. 

1 = Scarce 
2 = Moderate 
3 = Abundant 

he2010p Preference node output for the high-
elevation winter range type. 

1 = Avoided 
2 = Preferred 

he2010v Value node output for the high-elevation 
winter range type. 

1 = Low 
2 = Medium 
3 = High 

mc2010 Movement corridor mortality rate node 
output for the movement corridor range 
type. 

1 = Low 
2 = Medium 
3 = High 

md2010s Unclassified summer moose density. Values range between 0.05 and 0.51 
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md2010w Unclassified winter moose density. Values range between 0.05 and 0.84 
mwr2010 Unclassified moose winter range quality. Values range between –1 and 0.85 
pl2010p Preference node output for the pine-lichen 

winter range type. 
1 = Avoided 
2 = Equivocal 
3 = Preferred 

pl2010t Terrestrial lichen forage abundance node 
output for the pine-lichen winter range type. 

1 = Scarce 
2 = Moderate 
3 = Abundant 

pl2010v Value node output for the pine-lichen winter 
range type. 

1 = Low 
2 = Medium 
3 = High 

pl2010v_<unit_no> PLWR value node results within a given 
UWR polygon.  A grid of this form exists for 
each UWR ‘unit_no’. 

1 = Low PLWR value 
2 = Medium PLWR value 
3 = High PLWR value 

pr2010p Preference node output for the post-rut 
range type. 

1 = Avoided 
2 = Equivocal 
3 = Preferred 

pr2010v Value node output for the post-rut range 
type. 

1 = Low 
2 = Medium 
3 = High 

prd_2010s Summer predation risk rates for caribou. 1 = High, 90% reduction of habitat 
value 
2 = Medium, 50% habitat value 
reduction 
3 = Low, no habitat value reduction 

prd_2010w Winter predation risk rates for caribou. 1 = High, 90% reduction of habitat 
value 
2 = Medium, 50% habitat value 
reduction 
3 = Low, no habitat value reduction 

prhbs2010p Representation of BSSC preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘high’ winter 
predation risk. 

1 = Low BSSC preference 
2 = Medium BSSC preference 
3 = High BSSC preference 

prhcs2010p Representation of CSR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘high’ summer 
predation risk. 

1 = Avoided CSR 
2 = Preferred CSR 

prhhe2010p Representation of HEWR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘high’ winter 
predation risk. 

1 = Avoided HEWR 
2 = Preferred HEWR 

prhpl2010p Representation of PLWR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘high’ winter 
predation risk. 

1 = Low PLWR preference 
2 = Medium PLWR preference 
3 = High PLWR preference 

prhpr2010p Representation of PRR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘high’ summer 
predation risk. 

1 = Low PRR preference 
2 = Medium PRR preference 
3 = High PRR preference 

prlbs2010p Representation of BSSC preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘low’ winter 
predation risk. 

1 = Low BSSC preference 
2 = Medium BSSC preference 
3 = High BSSC preference 

prlcs2010p Representation of CSR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘low’ summer 
predation risk. 

1 = Avoided CSR 
2 = Preferred CSR 

prlhe2010p Representation of HEWR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘low’ winter 
predation risk. 

1 = Avoided HEWR 
2 = Preferred HEWR 

prlpl2010p Representation of PLWR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘low’ winter 
predation risk. 

1 = Low PLWR preference 
2 = Medium PLWR preference 
3 = High PLWR preference 

prlpr2010p Representation of PRR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘low’ summer 
predation risk. 

1 = Low PRR preference 
2 = Medium PRR preference 
3 = High PRR preference 

prmbs2010p Representation of BSSC preference node 1 = Low BSSC preference 
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results existing in areas of ‘medium’ winter 
predation risk. 

2 = Medium BSSC preference 
3 = High BSSC preference 

prmcs2010p Representation of CSR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘medium’ 
summer predation risk. 

1 = Avoided CSR 
2 = Preferred CSR 

prmhe2010p Representation of HEWR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘medium’ winter 
predation risk. 

1 = Avoided HEWR 
2 = Preferred HEWR 

prmpl2010p Representation of PLWR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘medium’ winter 
predation risk. 

1 = Low PLWR preference 
2 = Medium PLWR preference 
3 = High PLWR preference 

prmpr2010p Representation of PRR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘medium’ 
summer predation risk. 

1 = Low PRR preference 
2 = Medium PRR preference 
3 = High PRR preference 

projage2010 Stand ages projected to the stated year 
accounting for stand-initiating events. 

Value range from 0 (years) to the age 
of the oldest stand in the study area. 

res_a Timestep independent combination of input 
grids used in the creation of some Netica 
case files. 

Values are numeric identifiers unique 
to each combination of input grid 
values for the entire study area. 

res2010b Timestep dependent combination of input 
and intermediate output grids used in the 
creation of some Netica case files. 

Values are numeric identifiers unique 
to each combination of input grid 
values for the entire study area. 

res2010c Timestep dependent combination of input 
and intermediate output grids used in the 
creation of some Netica case files. 

Values are numeric identifiers unique 
to each combination of input grid 
values for the entire study area. 

subhunt Relative levels of subsistence hunting (i.e. 
non-sport, non-trophy hunting) in the study 
area. 

1 = Low 
2 = Medium 
3 = High 

5.2 Tabular Outputs 

The tabular outputs from a successful application of autoCHASE are listed below.  The 
table names listed assume output for a model timestep taking place in the year 2010.  In 
Table 2, the text-delimited tables describe the caribou seasonal range grids listed in 
Section 5.1.  These tables list the aggregated cell counts for each seasonal range grid 
where each record describes the size (area) and habitat rating of a contiguous block of 
cells with the same habitat rating.  Given that the cell size in an application of the 
CHASE model is 100m, each cell corresponds to exactly 1ha, thus cell-counts represent 
area. 
 
Table 3 describes the contents of the tables generated by the reporting routines 
executed at the end of an autoCHASE application.  These results are not aggregated in 
the same manner as in Table 2.  Here they are total cell-counts describing the overall 
number of cells in each of the reporting classes. 
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Table 2.  List of tabular modeling outputs from an application of autoCHASE. 
Name Description Fields 
ALL2010.dbf Contains all seasonal range type values 

for the nodes output as rasters (see 
Section 5.1) as well as stand ages for 
the given timestep.  This table is used by 
autoCHASE in the creation of the 
timestep dependent rasters. 

ID = cell identifiers for res2010C grid 
PROJ_AGE = stand ages 
BSSC_PREF = BSSC preference node values 
BSSC_VAL = BSSC value node values 
CSR_PREF = CSR preference node values 
CSR_VAL = CSR value node values 
HEWR_ALFA = HEWR arboreal lichen values 
HEWR_PREF = HEWR preference values 
HEWR_VAL = HEWR value node values 
MC_MR = movement corridor mortality rates 
PLWR_PREF = PLWR preference values 
PLWR_TLFA = PLWR terrestrial lichen values 
PLWR_VAL = PLWR value node values 
PRR_PREF = post-rut preference values 
PRR_TLFA = post-rut terrestrial lichen values 
PRR_VAL = post-rut value node values 

bs2010p.txt Aggregated preference node output for 
the black spruce/swamp complex range 
type. 

Id = Identifier for each contiguous block of like-
valued cells 

Area =  Area of each contiguous block of like-
valued cells. 

Rating = Range value rating of each contiguous 
block of like-valued cells (i.e.; 1, 2, 3 – 
avoided, equivocal, preferred). 

bs2010v.txt Aggregated value node output for the 
black spruce/swamp complex range 
type. 

Id = Identifier for each contiguous block of like-
valued cells 

Area =  Area of each contiguous block of like-
valued cells. 

Rating = Range value rating of each contiguous 
block of like-valued cells (i.e.; 1, 2, 3 – 
low, medium, high). 

cs2010p.txt Aggregated preference node output for 
the calving and summer range type. 

Id = Identifier for each contiguous block of like-
valued cells 

Area =  Area of each contiguous block of like-
valued cells. 

Rating = Range value rating of each contiguous 
block of like-valued cells (i.e.; 1, 2, – 
avoided, preferred). 

cs2010v.txt Aggregated value node output for the 
calving and summer range type. 

Id = Identifier for each contiguous block of like-
valued cells 

Area =  Area of each contiguous block of like-
valued cells. 

Rating = Range value rating of each contiguous 
block of like-valued cells (i.e.; 1, 2, 3 – 
low, medium, high). 

he2010a.txt Aggregated arboreal lichen forage 
abundance node output for the high-
elevation winter range type. 

Id = Identifier for each contiguous block of like-
valued cells 

Area =  Area of each contiguous block of like-
valued cells. 

Rating = Range value rating of each contiguous 
block of like-valued cells (i.e.; 1, 2, 3 – 
scarce, moderate, abundant). 

he2010p.txt Aggregated preference node output for 
the high-elevation winter range type. 

Id = Identifier for each contiguous block of like-
valued cells 

Area =  Area of each contiguous block of like-
valued cells. 

Rating = Range value rating of each contiguous 
block of like-valued cells (i.e.; 1, 2, – 
avoided, preferred). 

he2010v.txt Aggregated value node output for the 
high-elevation winter range type. 

Id = Identifier for each contiguous block of like-
valued cells 

Area =  Area of each contiguous block of like-
valued cells. 

Rating = Range value rating of each contiguous 
block of like-valued cells (i.e.; 1, 2, 3 – 
low, medium, high). 

mc2010v.txt Aggregated movement corridor mortality Id = Identifier for each contiguous block of like-
valued cells 
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rate node output for the movement 
corridor range type. 

valued cells 
Area =  Area of each contiguous block of like-

valued cells. 
Rating = Range value rating of each contiguous 

block of like-valued cells (i.e.; 1, 2, 3 – 
low, medium, high). 

MD2010.dbf Raw moose density values for summer 
and winter. 

ID = cell identifiers for res2010B grid 
PROJ_AGE = stand ages 
MD_SUM = summer moose density values 
MD_WIN = winter moose density values 

MWR2010.dbf Raw moose winter range values from the 
MW_VAL node of the moose winter 
BBN. 

ID = cell identifiers for res_a grid 
PROJ_AGE = stand ages 
MW_VAL = moose winter habitat ratings. 

pl2010p.txt Aggregated preference node output for 
the pine-lichen winter range type. 

Id = Identifier for each contiguous block of like-
valued cells 

Area =  Area of each contiguous block of like-
valued cells. 

Rating = Range value rating of each contiguous 
block of like-valued cells (i.e.; 1, 2, 3 – 
avoided, equivocal, preferred). 

pl2010t.txt Aggregated terrestrial lichen forage 
abundance node output for the pine-
lichen winter range type. 

Id = Identifier for each contiguous block of like-
valued cells 

Area =  Area of each contiguous block of like-
valued cells. 

Rating = Range value rating of each contiguous 
block of like-valued cells (i.e.; 1, 2, 3 – 
scarce, moderate, abundant). 

pl2010v.txt Aggregated value node output for the 
pine-lichen winter range type. 

Id = Identifier for each contiguous block of like-
valued cells 

Area =  Area of each contiguous block of like-
valued cells. 

Rating = Range value rating of each contiguous 
block of like-valued cells (i.e.; 1, 2, 3 – 
low, medium, high). 

pr2010p.txt Aggregated preference node output for 
the post-rut range type. 

Id = Identifier for each contiguous block of like-
valued cells 

Area =  Area of each contiguous block of like-
valued cells. 

Rating = Range value rating of each contiguous 
block of like-valued cells (i.e.; 1, 2, 3 – 
avoided, equivocal, preferred). 

pr2010v.txt Aggregated value node output for the 
post-rut range type. 

Id = Identifier for each contiguous block of like-
valued cells 

Area =  Area of each contiguous block of like-
valued cells. 

Rating = Range value rating of each contiguous 
block of like-valued cells (i.e.; 1, 2, 3 – 
low, medium, high). 

Res_a.dbf Contains the full complement of 
attributes of the grids used to create the 
res_a grid.  There is a record in this table 
for each cell identifier in the res_a grid. 

ID = identifier for each combination of input grid 
attributes 

AREA = number of cells with a given ID 
ASPCT_CODE = aspct_code grid value 
BECLABEL = biogeoclimatic descriptor 
BGC = bgc grid value 
BGC_SUBZON = biogeoclimatic subzone 
BUF_MSK = buf_msk grid value 
DISTURB_CO = disturbyr<year> grid value 
DISTURB_TY = disurbty<year> grid value 
ECP_TAG = tem grid value 
ELEV_CODE = elev_code grid value 
FC_ID = fc_id grid value 
FC_TAG = FIP stand identifier 
LU = lu grid value 
MAPSTAND = space-delimited stand identifier 
NDTYPE = ndt grid value 
PSYU = psyu grid value 
SLOPE_CODE = slope_code grid value 
VARIANT = biogeoclimatic variant 
ZONE = biogeoclimatic zone 
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Res2010b.dbf Contains the full complement of 
attributes of the grids used to create the 
res2010b grid.  There is a record in this 
table for each cell identifier in the 
res2010b grid. 

ID = identifier for each combination of input grid 
attributes 

ASPCT_CODE = aspct_code grid value 
BECLABEL = biogeoclimatic descriptor 
BGC_SUBZON = biogeoclimatic subzone 
BUF_MSK = buf_msk grid value 
ECP_TAG = tem grid value 
ELEV_CODE = elev_code grid value 
FC_ID = fc_id grid value 
FC_TAG = FIP stand identifier 
LU = lu grid value 
MAPSTAND = space-delimited stand identifier 
PROJ_AGE = projage2010 grid value 
REG_CODE = reghunt grid value 
SLOPE_CODE = slope_code grid value 
SUB_CODE = subhunt grid value 
VARIANT = biogeoclimatic variant 
ZONE = biogeoclimatic zone 

Res2010C.dbf Contains the full complement of 
attributes of the grids used to create the 
res2010c grid.  There is a record in this 
table for each cell identifier in the 
res2010c grid. 

ID = identifier for each combination of input grid 
attributes 

ASPCT_CODE = aspct_code grid value 
BECLABEL = biogeoclimatic descriptor 
BGC = bgc grid value 
BGC_ZONE = biogeoclimatic zone 
BUF_MSK = buf_msk grid value 
CORR_CODE = corridor grid value 
CURVE_CODE = curve_code grid value 
ECP_TAG = tem grid value 
ELEV_CODE = elev_code grid value 
ETE = ete grid value 
FALL = season identifier for autumn 
FC_ID = fc_id grid value 
LU = lu grid value 
PRED_SUM = prd_2010s grid value 
PRED_WIN = prd_2010w grid value 
PROJ_AGE = projage2010 grid value 
SLOPE_CODE = slope_code grid value 
SOLAR = solar grid value 
VARIANT = biogeoclimatic variant 
WIN = season identifier for winter 
ZONE = biogeoclimatic zone 

Table 3.  List of tabular habitat reporting outputs from an application of autoCHASE. 
Name Description Fields 
bs2010v_<unit_no>.dbf BSSC value node results within a given 

UWR polygon.  A grid of this form 
exists for each UWR ‘unit_no’. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the bs2010v.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2, 3 – avoided, equivocal, 
preferred). 

Count = Area (ha) in this habitat class for this 
given UWR polygon. 

pl2010v_<unit_no>.dbf PLWR value node results within a given 
UWR polygon.  A grid of this form 
exists for each UWR ‘unit_no’. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the pl2010v.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2, 3 – low, medium, high). 

Count = Area (ha) in this habitat class for this 
given UWR polygon. 

prhbs2010p.dbf Listing of BSSC preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘high’ winter 
predation risk. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the bs2010p.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2, 3 – low, medium, high). 

Count = Area (ha) in this habitat 
class/predation risk combination over 
the whole (unbuffered) study area. 

prhcs2010p.dbf Listing of CSR preference node results 
existing in areas of ‘high’ summer 
predation risk. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the cs2010p.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2 – avoided, preferred). 

Count = Area (ha) in this habitat 
class/predation risk combination over 
the whole (unbuffered) study area. 
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prhhe2010p.dbf Listing of HEWR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘high’ winter 
predation risk. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the he2010p.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2 – avoided, preferred). 

Count = Area (ha) in this habitat 
class/predation risk combination over 
the whole (unbuffered) study area. 

prhpl2010p.dbf Listing of PLWR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘high’ winter 
predation risk. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the pl2010p.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2, 3 – low, medium, high). 

Count = Area (ha) in this habitat 
class/predation risk combination over 
the whole (unbuffered) study area. 

prhpr2010p.dbf Listing of PRR preference node results 
existing in areas of ‘high’ summer 
predation risk. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the pr2010p.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2, 3 – low, medium, high). 

Count = Area (ha) in this habitat 
class/predation risk combination over 
the whole (unbuffered) study area. 

prlbs2010p.dbf Listing of BSSC preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘low’ winter 
predation risk. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the bs2010p.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2, 3 – low, medium, high). 

Count = Area (ha) in this habitat 
class/predation risk combination over 
the whole (unbuffered) study area. 

prlcs2010p.dbf Listing of CSR preference node results 
existing in areas of ‘low’ summer 
predation risk. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the cs2010p.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2 – avoided, preferred). 

Count = Area (ha) in this habitat 
class/predation risk combination over 
the whole (unbuffered) study area. 

prlhe2010p.dbf Listing of HEWR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘low’ winter 
predation risk. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the he2010p.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2 – avoided, preferred). 

Count = Area (ha) in this habitat 
class/predation risk combination over 
the whole (unbuffered) study area. 

prlpl2010p.dbf Listing of PLWR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘low’ winter 
predation risk. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the pl2010p.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2, 3 – low, medium, high). 

Count = Area (ha) in this habitat 
class/predation risk combination over 
the whole (unbuffered) study area. 

prlpr2010p.dbf Listing of PRR preference node results 
existing in areas of ‘low’ summer 
predation risk. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the pr2010p.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2, 3 – low, medium, high). 

Count = Area (ha) in this habitat 
class/predation risk combination over 
the whole (unbuffered) study area. 

prmbs2010p.dbf Listing of BSSC preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘medium’ 
winter predation risk. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the bs2010p.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2, 3 – low, medium, high). 

Count = Area (ha) in this habitat 
class/predation risk combination over 
the whole (unbuffered) study area. 

prmcs2010p.dbf Listing of CSR preference node results 
existing in areas of ‘medium’ summer 
predation risk. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the cs2010p.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2 – avoided, preferred). 

Count = Area (ha) in this habitat 
class/predation risk combination over 
the whole (unbuffered) study area. 

prmhe2010p.dbf Listing of HEWR preference node 
results existing in areas of ‘medium’ 
winter predation risk. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the he2010p.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2 – avoided, preferred). 

Count = Area (ha) in this habitat 
class/predation risk combination over 
the whole (unbuffered) study area. 

prmpl2010p.dbf Representation of PLWR preference 
node results existing in areas of 
‘medium’ winter predation risk. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the pl2010p.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2, 3 – low, medium, high). 
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Count = Area (ha) in this habitat 
class/predation risk combination over 
the whole (unbuffered) study area. 

prmpr2010p.dbf Representation of PRR preference 
node results existing in areas of 
‘medium’ summer predation risk. 

Value = Range value corresponding to the 
Rating field of the pr2010p.txt table 
(i.e. 1, 2, 3 – low, medium, high). 

Count = Area (ha) in this habitat 
class/predation risk combination over 
the whole (unbuffered) study area. 

6.0 AUTOCHASE SPECIFICATIONS 

Technical documentation of autoCHASE is provided by the report written by Refractions 
Research (Refractions Research 2007).  The text of this document is provided in 
Appendix A. 
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APPENDIX A.  AUTOCHASE TECHNICAL 
DOCUMENTATION 

Overview 

autoCHASE is implemented as a VBA application hosted in an Access database.  It 
unifies CHASE’s Avenue, Access and Netica scripts into a single application.  In order to 
achieve this, CHASE’s Avenue scripts were ported to ArcObjects 9.2 in VBA and 
integrated with the existing Access-based Netica scripts. 
 

Accessing The Code 

Source code can be accessed by double-clicking the AutoCHASE.mdb file, closing the 
autoCHASE dialog and un-hiding the autoCHASE window (Window menu -> Unhide… -
> autoCHASE).  The code is listed in the Modules pane. 
 

Workflow 

Refer to the model flow diagram and corresponding VBA modules table in Appendix I. 

Settings Object 

A container object was created to hold various common values, as well as a reference to 
the autoCHASE form.  Its definition is as follows: 
 

Public Type Settings 

   'current year to process 
   Year As Integer 
   'if debugging is enabled (extra output)  
   bDebug As Boolean 

   'path to Spatial_Outputs/grids directory 
   sScenarioGridPath As String 
   'path to Spatial_Outputs/tables directory 
   sScenarioTablePath As String  
   'path to Spatial_Inputs/grids directory 
   sGeneralGridPath As String  
   'path to Spatial_Inputs/tables directory 
   sGeneralTablePath As String 

   'path to Models directory 
   sModelPath As String  
   'path to Debug directory 
   sDebugPath As String  
   'path to Temp directory 
   sTempPath As String  
   'reference to form 
   pForm As Form_AutoCHASE 

End Type 
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At execution time, an AutoCHASE.Settings instance must be created, loaded with 
values, and passed to the AutoCHASE.Run method.  All subroutines which need these 
values will be given this settings object.  If additional values are required, they may be 
added to the Settings Type definition. 

 Differences With Previous Versions (CHASE) 

A few differences exist between CHASE and autoCHASE: 
§ A bug was fixed in the HEWR Netica model where the SPP_COMP node wasn’t 

being referenced with the correct name in CHASE. 
§ The 6_Create_Predation_Risk_&_Moose_Density.ave Avenue script ignores the 

analysis environment from line 165 (the call to FocalStats) onwards in CHASE.  
autoCHASE’s VBA equivalent in the CreatePredationRiskAndMooseDensity 
module does the opposite, assuming this was the intention of the Avenue script. 

§ Netica models produce results with more decimal places. 
§ New reports are generated at the end of the process, in the CreateReports module. 

Notes About Avenue To ArcObjects Translation 

There are a number of issues to be aware of when looking at the ArcObjects translations 
of Avenue scripts: 
§ Raster attribute tables are normally read-only in ArcObjects 9.1 and below except 

through the GridTableOp co-class. 
§ Joins in ArcObjects ignore aliasing and hiding.  To resolve field name collisions, 

ArcObjects prepends the table name to the fields being joined to the layer. 
§ Raster operations cannot see joined fields in ArcObjects (e.g. Joining a table to a 

raster and calling lookup on one of the table’s fields will not succeed).  The 
workaround is to copy the required joined fields to the raster’s table temporarily. 

§ Raster attribute tables have a 16-character limit on the length of their field names 
in ArcObjects, which is not present in Avenue. 

§ Grid requests in Avenue were overloaded (e.g., 2.AsGrid * aGrid).  This is not 
true in ArcObjects, and the equivalent is much more verbose (e.g., 
pMathOp.Times(pRasterMakerOp.MakeConstant(2, True), aGrid)). 

§ Some ILogicalOp operations don’t produce a valid conditional raster that can be 
processed by the RasterConditionalOp.Con operation.  As a workaround, a 
logically equivalent method was defined as Con(a, b, c) = Con(IsNull(SetNull(a, 
c)), b, c), see ArcObjectsFunctions.PatchedCon. 

§ Some neighborhood operations in ArcObjects have function parameters with the 
opposite meaning of their Avenue equivalents (e.g. 
grid.FocalStats(#GRID_STATYPE_MAJORITY, nHood, False) in Avenue is 
pNeighborhoodOp.FocalStatistics(grid, esriGeoAnalysisStatsMajority, nHood, 
True) in ArcObjects). 

 

Other Notes 

§ Microsoft Access has a 2-Gigabyte limit per database; when this limit is reached, 
rows can no longer be added to any table.  As a workaround, the transfer of data 
from the Netica models now update rows directly in dbf files rather than an 
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access table, in order to keep the database size below this limit.  The database 
should be compacted between runs to ensure this limit is not met. 

§ The CreateReports module output works well for the small dataset, but alternate 
inputs (or debugging) may be required for proper function on the large dataset. 

§ /Spatial_Inputs/tables/bgc.dbf has been replaced by bgc2.dbf, which has no 
redundancy (this file has been included in the archive along with this 
documentation). 

Spatial outputs need review, as various problems with joins have been corrected and 
now result in a different of the resultant C grid; as a consequence, grids using resultant 
C as an input are also significantly different. 


